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September 2017

Participation
Distribution:
• 2x emails to ~30k people per email
• Included in regular Routefinder, Branch, and Leaderlines communications
• Promoted on social media
Participation
• 953 participants
• 44% completion rate
• 85% members | 15% nonmembers
Notes
• Open text responses classified by relevant categories
• Partial answers included in analysis

Based on what you know about The Mountaineers, what do you
personally value about The Mountaineers? - Text Analysis
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Observations:
• Highest scores in outdoor education/skill development, community,
conservation, and activities
• Volunteerism, support for leaders also score highly
• Strong alignment with values
• Surprisingly, youth programs aren’t often cited

Example Comments:
• “Its a group that provides excellent training for people who want to
spend significant time in nature. This training is often the difference
between life and death.”
• “The opportunity to learn, hike, and meet people.”
• “The club's work to protect wilderness, particularly for outdoor
recreation. The extremely useful guidebooks it publishes.”
• “The community, culture, volunteer-based, safety first mentality,
enthusiastic people.”
• “I value the Mountaineers commitment to teaching more folks outdoor
skills and developing leadership in those acquired skills.”

How important are the following three strategic priorities?
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Observations:
• Strong support/alignment with all three priorities
• Surprisingly, Advocate for Wild Places scored highest,
beating out next closest in “extremely important” by 13%
• Anything above 60% in the top two categories combined
is considered hugely significant in survey analysis.
– Fierce Advocates: 86.8% top 2
– Leaders In Outdoor Ed: 85.3% top 2
– Engage Future Mountaineers: 84.1% top 2

Think about The Mountaineers as an organization today. How well are we
performing in these areas?

Observations:
• All three areas score well
• Performing best at Leaders in Outdoor Education (69.9% top 2)
• Bigger upside opportunities in Future Mountaineers (58.8% top 2) and
Advocacy (66.9% top 2), especially given importance rating for Advocacy

The Mountaineers has five Core Values. How do you think our
organization is doing to meet each of these values today?

Observations:
• Overall scores are strong
• Performing best in Adventure, Education, Volunteerism
• Big opportunities to increase community, likely due to wording as it relates to
diversity and inclusion

Thinking about the next 3-5 years, what's the single most important
thing The Mountaineers should do to have the most positive impact on
our community? - Text Analysis
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Observations:
• Sustained focus needed on classes, supporting volunteers
• Significant support for relatively new priorities such as Youth and Inclusion
• Double-down our commitment/focus on Conservation & Advocacy
Example Comments:
• “Due to the political climate, you should focus on being a powerful Advocate for the
outdoor experience. If we lose public lands everything else becomes irrelevant.”
• “Continue to maintain high standards in education about wilderness travel and
respect for the importance of an unharmed natural environment.”
• “Collaborate with all other outdoor activity organizations throughout the NW to work
toward a common outdoor vision that will serve the majority of people.”
• “Invest in and support the volunteer leaders and educators who are the backbone of
mountaineers programs.”
• “I have had a great experience with the mountaineers in terms of education but I am
continually dismayed to see that it is not diverse or fully inclusive. It's essential to take
on a social justice approach and build community to make the programs more inviting
and accessible to communities of color, women, younger persons, and especially
those who are lower income. The more we can do to become more accessible,
inviting, diverse, and inclusive the better!”

Do any actions give you cause for concern? Select all that apply.

Observations:
• Concerns related to when, how, and where we would expand physical capacity
• Strong concerns for approach and scope of climate change
• Volunteers want to maintain ownership over courses, opportunity to build
bridges with eLearning if approached correctly

